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Abstract
Simulation and experimental measurements were used aiming at better understanding flow behavior in 
planar and three-dimensional microchannels used for separation or preconcentration. Two different 
microchannels configurations were designed, manufactured in acrylic and the surface was modified to 
adsorb volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Both channels configuration are 73 cm long, 100 µm wide and 
40 µm deep. Simulation was carried out in COMSOL (FEMLAB) 3.2® and COSMOS flow 5.0® programs, 
tracer visualization and quartz crystal microbalance data were evaluated according to chromatographic 
concepts. Due to the higher axial velocity, planar microchannels are more adequate for preconcentration 
whereas three-dimensional ones show a good performance in the separation process.  

Keywords: Microchannels; Planar, Three-dimensional, Preconcentration.

Resumo

Foram usadas simulações computacionais e medidas experimentais com o objetivo de compreender 
o comportamento de fluidos em microcanais tridimensionais e planares que foram testados na função 
de separação ou pré-concentração. Duas configurações diferentes foram projetadas, construídas em 
acrílico e tiveram sua superfície modificada para adsorver compostos orgânicos voláteis (COVs). 
Ambas as configurações de canal apresentam 73 cm de comprimento, 100 µm de largura e 40 µm 
de profundidade. A simulação utilizou os softwares COMSOL (FEMLAB) 3.2® e COSMOS flow 5.0® 
enquanto a experimentação usou visualização com traçadores e medidas com microbalança de quartzo, 
com os dados sendo analisados com base em conceitos cromatográficos. Devido à maior velocidade 
axial observada nos microcanais planares, este são mais adequados à pré-concentração enquanto 
microcanais tridimensionais apresentam boa performance no processo de separação.

Palavras-chave: Microcanais; Planar, Tri-dimensional, Pré-concentração.
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Introdução

One of the most common consequences of MEMS 
(Microelectromechanical Systems) development is the 
use of microchannels for several distinct purposes, espe-
cially in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering fields(1-5). 
Microchannels can easily be used for different fluids trans-
porting, mixing and reacting, i.e., they serve several dif-
ferent Chemical Engineering unit operations. Moreover, 
they are also common to separate components in a complex 
mixture, or to execute analytical processes in continuous 
flow, i.e., important goals for Analytical Chemistry(6-8), as 
well. Therefore, microchannels perform tasks from relati-
vely simple devices to completely automatic equipment; 
thus, the production and simulation of microchannels pre-
sent interesting challenges to be met. 

The high surface/volume ratio is a topmost advantage 
concerning microchannels(9) and leads to several uses in che-
mical analysis, such as sample pretreatment; therefore, two 
important functions carried out inside microchannels are 
preconcentration and separation of components in a complex 
mixture. Macroscopic devices that perform such tasks are 
usually manufactured using capillary tubes. However, the 
scale up of such structures presents some hindrances; due 
to the use of microelectronics technology for production 
of MEMS devices, microchannels are normally obtained 
in a planar shape(10). Nonetheless, Sandia Lab.(11,12), among 
several others, proposed a layout that suspended the adsor-
bent inside the device(13), or even the column(14), which is a 
good approximation of three-dimensional devices.

Separation of components is another important use 
for microchannels that normally rely on the manufactu-
ring of a planar structure, normally microchromatogra-
phic columns. These columns are intended to portable gas 
chromatograph systems, the development of which in the 
past four decades led to several innovations, not only in 
columns, but also in detectors; however, some difficulties 
still remain, specially regarding the integration of each 
part to the whole equipment(15,16). 

The column is the core of a chromatograph and its 
miniaturization produced an enormous variety of layouts, 
but the use of a planar spiral(12,17-19) is not uncommon, 
as explained later, or a serpentine shape(20). However, 
three-dimensional microchannels are rarely considered 
for such equipment and the three-dimensionality concept is 
usually more referred to high aspect ratio and sudden velo-
city variations, but reproduced in a flat surface(14,19), than in 

production processes based on two or more layers(21). In fact, 
device manufacturing with more than one layer is linked to 
fluid mixing(22), mainly due to the formation of advection 
zones originated in that approach(23), but some artifices are 
attempted in order to obtain similar effects using 2D chan-
nels(24). Nonetheless, spiral and helical tubes were already 
extensively simulated and, as stated in a recent review(25), 
are adequate as passive mixers and heat transfers. In these 
channels, centrifugal forces, pressure gradients and no-slip 
wall condition are critical parameters, which suggest that 
helical structures present some advantages over planar 
configuration. Moreover, curved flow can present secon-
dary flow that favors the occurrence of a turbulent regime 
and Dean number correlates such flow variations and tube 
curvature. However, a general equation correlating Dean 
number and curve geometry has not been found yet and 
some empirical constants are usually added.

In our former works, planar and three-dimensional chan-
nels were used as preconcentrators(26-28) and/or microchro-
matographic columns(29,30). The planar channel is a spiral 
quite similar to those used in chromatographic columns; 
nonetheless retention occurred due to capillary effects 
because the flow was not completely laminar, or not ideal 
Hagen–Poiseuille flow, and some constrictions favored 
interactions with the wall(27). A similar result was obtai-
ned with a planar spiral channel for cell separation; in this 
case, the cell must find the channel wall that was modified 
with antibodies(31). This channel and the preconcentrator 
have compatible depths, 50 µm and 40 µm dimension 
respectively, but other dimensions are different: width of 
310 µm and 100 µm, length varying between 4 cm, 20 cm 
and 73 cm, respectively. The three-dimensional channels 
were machined with the same dimensions used on planar 
structures, but utilized a tubular substrate, i.e. it is helical 
but manufactured without using of planar or multi layer 
processes approaches. This channel showed a laminar 
flow and easiness of sample removal even at high tempe-
ratures(32). Since a long time ago, based on experimental 
results, curved tubes are considered ideal for chromatogra-
phic purposes with important axial effects appearing only 
with very low linear velocities(33,34). Nonetheless, helical 
tubes were used as mixers and the mixing mechanisms 
involve molecular diffusion and secondary flow, which is 
usually characterized by Reynolds Numbers. Therefore, 
at low Reynolds numbers (<10), i. e. ideal laminar flow, 
the secondary flow presents low intensity. In Reynolds 
number range of 10 to 100, pseudo laminar flow, they are 
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efficient static mixers, with a stronger secondary flow at 
a lower curvature ratio(35).

Preconcentrators may use turbulent flow, Reynolds 
Numbers above 2,300,  and secondary phenomena, such as 
capillary effects, to improve retention; on the other hand, 
in chromatographic columns, turbulence might increase 
eddy diffusion and hinder separation. Therefore, the con-
ditions under which 2D or 3D channels can perform such 
tasks are quite dependent on velocity profile and surface 
interactions. Thus, this work aimed at better understan-
ding, not only by simulation but also by comparison with 
experimental results, flow behavior in some planar and 
three-dimensional microchannels. 

Experimental
Concepts involved

Tracers – the injection of products in a flow in order 
to understand their behavior is not uncommon. Bedmar 
states that these products, named tracers(36), present one 
distinguished characteristic if compared to the flow but 
they must also have the same hydrodynamic behavior 
of the main product in the flow. Furthermore, tracers 
cannot be lost in the path between injection and mea-
surement and must be easily and efficiently detected 
in the flow by the use of simple instruments and tech-
niques. Tracers have been used for flow determination 
in microstructures, especially for understanding the 
mixing properties of the devices. Mengeaud(37) used 
a fluorescent compound and Xia employed(38) a high 
viscous glycerol solution and two different dyes to 
evaluate mixing properties of a microstructure in high 
and in low Reynolds number conditions, respectively. 
Kang simulates particles traveling in a channel and 
compared these simulated results with micrographs of 
a fluorescent compound(39). 

Chromatographic definitions - Although a chromato-
graphic column performance depends on several physical 
and operational parameters, some meaningful informa-
tion can be obtained by analyzing the time required for 
an analyte to be removed from the column and the con-
centration profile of that analyte in the column outlet. The 
time for analyte removal (retention time) is mainly cor-
related to adsorption in the stationary phase and velocity 
in the mobile phase. The concentration profile is due to 
many parameters and is usually described by van Deemter 

Equation(1). Therefore, each parameter in Eq. 1 explains 
some factors that influence peak broadening. The main 
premises that lead to a sum in Eq 1 is that these different 
processes are independent of one another and each of them 
generates a Gaussian probability distribution.

(1)

where, H is the height equivalent to a theoretical plate 
(i.e., the space required to achieve equilibrium between 
the mobile and stationary phases); u is the linear velocity 
of the mobile phase; A/B/C are constants, each related 
with the column parameters as follows: A - the column 
geometry; B - longitudinal diffusion in the mobile phase, 
C - resistance to mass-transfer processes.

Constant A accounts for the effects of “eddy” dif-
fusion and other factors in the column. The longitudi-
nal diffusion is proportional to the resident time of the 
analyte in the mobile phase. Constant C derived from 
the fact that mass transfer cannot be instantaneous, and 
three resistances to mass transfer coefficients should 
be considered: in the mobile phase, in the stationary 
phase and interfacial resistance, the latter linked to rate 
constant of the partitioning process. Furthermore, the 
velocity profile in a capillary column is normally parabo-
lic and the flow is laminar; if not, “A” tends to increase 
and so the height equivalent to a theoretical plate, i.e., 
a reduction in the overall performance occurs(40). In 
the last decade or so, this equation was used several 
times in computational fluid dynamics simulations of 
liquid or gaseous chromatography(41-43). Furthermore, 
sometimes the number of theoretical plates, not H, is 
determined, in such cases, simply by the division of 
the column length by the H.

During chromatographic column manufacturing and 
use, “A” is usually minimized by the correct choice of 
spare parts, optimization of parameters, etc.; moreover, 
in capillary columns, it is commonly assumed as zero. 

In many simulations, such as the ones derived in COMSOL 
(FEMLAB) 3.2®, the equilibrium for the analyte between 
the mobile and stationary phase is assumed to be imme-
diate. Therefore, peak broadening is normally correlated 
with overall diffusion processes and expressed as a func-
tion of a diffusion constant and the analyte velocity through 
the column (Eq. 2). 
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(2)

where; Deff = effective diffusion constant; vzi = migra-
tion velocity of the analyte zone through the column;  
H = height equivalent of a theoretical plate.

However, such an approach considers an isotropic diffu-
sion, which is not necessarily true in curved geometry, for 
instance due to dispersion, i.e. a high axial diffusion. In such 
cases, an artificial diffusion coefficient is admitted in simula-
tions, in which coefficients are based on the Petrov-Galerkin 
model and/or any other equation added to the diffusion cons-
tant (Deff), and this work will consider both alternatives.

Materials and Methods

Two distinct microstructures were manufactured, as 
can be seen in Fig. 1. Both microstructures, planar and 
three-dimensional, show a 73 cm long, 100 µm wide and 
40 µm deep channel. Planar channel design is a spiral 
similar to the one proposed previously(27) but without the 
periodic constriction and the three-dimensional channel 
is similar to the one also introduced earlier(29). These structu-
res present surface and volume of 1.4 cm2 and 1.1.10-3 cm3, 
respectively, i.e. surface/volume ratio of 1300. 

The structures were manufactured in poly (methyl 
methacrylate) – acrylic (Plastotal Ltda., Brazil), with 
conventional tools. Acrylic was used due to the opti-
cal transparency that allows photographic tests. Three-
dimensional channels were sealed using silicone glue 
and planar channels with a 5 μm thick tape (YR-9767, 
3M, USA). The integrity of both structures was evaluated 
and corresponds to an overpressure up to 3 atm, either 

Figure 1. Manufactured microstructures with planar (A) and 
three-dimensional (B) microchannels.

in liquid or gaseous flow. Roughness and channel pro-
file were evaluated using secondary electron microscopy 
(SEM, NovaNanoSEM 400, FEI, USA). Furthermore, 
some of these microchannels were modified by plasma 
deposition of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) thin films(30) 
that easily adsorb organic compounds. 

The structures were tested in two different ways by 
using tracers and reactants in a wide range of polarity, 
respectively: tests and simulation used fluid flow rates 
up to 10 standard mL/min for gaseous samples an up 
to 1 mL/min for liquid ones. These ranges correspond 
to laminar flows (low Reynolds number, much less than 
2,300) and the fluids used were nitrogen or water, in gas 
or liquid phase, respectively. 

Tracers and filming (Sony, DSCW7 - P72, USA) were 
used in unmodified channels for determining liquid fluid 
behavior. The used tracers are 10% wt. methylene blue 
aqueous or glycerol solutions. Tests with reactants in a 
wide range of polarity aimed at the evaluation of retention 
and/or elution in the channels. The reactants, n-Hexane, 
2-Propanol and water, were injected quickly (<< 1s) and 
in small quantities (<< 1 mL). The tests used a home-
made system composed by a heating module, microe-
lectrodes and two quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) 
as detectors for gas and liquid measurement(44). All tests 
were performed at room temperature using QCM and 
a piezoelectric quartz crystal (PQC) covered with an 
adsorbent thin film of Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) 
deposited on the surface. The reactants are all P.A (Casa 
Americana SA, Brazil) but HMDS is industrial grade. 
Only distilled water was used in flow tests and solutions 
preparation. Optical microscopy used conventional equi-
pment (Baush&Lomb, model 311871).

Simulation was carried out regarding two different 
situations, gas and liquid fluids, in order to determine 
velocity profile and pressure changes. These parameters 
help to figure out the best conditions for retention/separa-
tion, i.e. mainly preconcentration and chromatographic 
uses. Incompressible Navier-Stokes 2D or 3D simula-
tions, COMSOL (FEMLAB) 3.2 or COSMOS flow 5.0 
programs and a QuadCore platform (2.66 GHz, 8 GB 
of RAM) were used. COSMOS flow program is more 
adequate to determine velocity field and pressure profile 
and also presents direct models to determine viscosity 
and density. COMSOL (FEMLAB) deals better with the 
interaction of two or more different fluids. Therefore, 
microchannels velocity profile was obtained by using 
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COSMOS flow, but analyte concentration variation was 
simulated on COMSOL (FEMLAB) program. Due to 
the small dimensions, gravity effects were considered 
nonexistent. 

Results and Discussion

As stated before, constructive aspects of chromatogra-
phy columns play an important role in the van Deemter 
Equation and are quoted in constant A in that equation. In 
order to minimize such an influence on these miniaturized 
structures, constructive factors were evaluated/manipula-
ted as follows:

Profile and roughness: in these microchannels, the pro-
file channel is approximately triangular, as can be seen in 
the SEM microscopy presented in Fig. 2, and roughness 
much less than 10 µm. This roughness does not present any 
structure regularly distributed, which might favor precon-
centration by capillary effect(27). Moreover, no meaningful 
difference was perceived between the two channels due 
to different machining process. Furthermore, HMDS thin 
film planarizes the surface during deposition(30). Nonetheless, 
tests using propylene capillaries were also carried out to 
evaluate the relevance of non-uniformities on these surfa-
ces, as explained later.

Sealing: the sealing process does not interfere with the 
channel inner surface; nevertheless, two sealed structu-
res were disassembled and evaluated in optical and SEM 
microcopies and around the bonding area no evidences of 
sealing residues were found inside the channel.

Inlet system: exactly the same equipment was used, 
only the column was changed.

Detector: both inlet and detector system belong to the 
same equipment.

Injection: although injection was performed manually, 
only one operator carried out all the experiments. Injection 
reproducibility was checked by insertion in capillaries with 
several internal diameters (from 0.1 mm to 1 mm) and analy-
sis of peak profile. No significant differences were found.

Thus, for experimental purposes, it was assumed that 
there is no relevant difference in constant A for these struc-
tures. Constant C was addressed considering that imme-
diate equilibrium and/or mass transfer can be approximately 
accomplished by just increasing the sample amount. This 
approach only implies that H on van Deemter Equation will 
be quite low, i.e., the structures will present a low chroma-
tographic performance, although their fluid behavior will be 

Figure 2. SEM microscopy of the microchannels: (A) profile of 
three-dimensional microchannel and roughness (detail); 

(B) planar microchannel with roughness and planarization effect 
of HMDS film deposition (details) .

better understood. Therefore, in all experiments performed, 
the injected sample amount was 0.01 mL, i.e., 1% of the 
whole channel volume. This injection also occur in a lami-
nar flow and using a FIA (continuous flow injection system), 
which assures a linear velocity low enough to avoid mixing 
by secondary phenomena in regions positioned before the 
microchannel inlet

Planar spiral behavior

This structure shows a low Dean number (Equation 2), 
which indicates that pressure gradient and flow rate are not 
dependent on the curvature and the axial velocity profile 
is parabolic and unaltered from a straight tube(25). Fig. 3 
shows the resultant velocity and absolute pressure profiles 
on a planar spiral with air, glycerol and water as fluids, 
while Table 1 shows the highest velocity values. Whereas 
all conditions show linear pressure decay, velocity profiles 
show a cyclic variation, apparently correlated with the loca-
tion regarding the structure center. This behavior is probably 
due to the great variation in velocity vectors in this center. It 
is worth noting that convergence in water flow simulation 
requires the assumption of a turbulent flow, probably due to 
the water physical properties being far from ideal gas data. 
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Moreover, the oscillation in the resultant velocity is more 
evident in the liquid phase, probably due to the high axial 
velocity. Therefore, there are differences between simula-
tion results and the analytical models used in curved geo-
metry probably not due to the spiral itself, but to the design 
in the center that corresponds to two small 180º-bends or, 
in other words, as the simulated structure is a double spiral, 
tubes connection can create turbulences or variation in flow 
profile. Any attempt carried out by simulation to significan-
tly decrease this velocity by changing the 180º - bends fails. 

These velocity profiles might favor separation of two 
different fluids, as can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the 
concentration profile of n-hexane in nitrogen (50%vol.) or 
an aqueous saturated flow. In both figures, an increase in 
analyte concentration prevails in a small area of the micro-
channel length; however, a higher dispersion seems to occur 
in water, probably due to a mass transfer phenomenon.

In all fluids, the high axial velocity, shown in Table 1, 
might explain the flow dispersion observed in tracer expe-
riments, as explained later. Furthermore, glycerol and water 
velocity values are compatible only if a small amount of 
glycerol sample is added to the channel; if the flow increa-
ses, the inlet pressure will raise quickly, reaching 20 atm 

to 1 mL/min, an unusually high range on MEMS devices. 
This result is easily understood considering it is difficult 
to move the more viscous fluid in the presence of capillary 
effect, with the system air/glycerin already simulated(45).

The visualization of fluid behavior using tracers can be 
carried out in liquid phase using methylene blue solutions and 
Fig. 5 depicts frame sequences for injection of aqueous and 
glycerol solutions into the liquid flow (water). Whereas the 
flowing of an aqueous solution seems to be homogeneous, 
the viscous substances show a more erratic behavior, i.e., the 
flow presents some turbulence and “collisions” occur with the 
walls, probably due to the flow dispersion. Although particles 
can leave the structure without difficulty, it was also possible 
to observe a similar behavior. Moreover, the sample can be 
partially retained for a few seconds if a low throughput, such as 
0.35 mL/min, is used.

Although visualization is not possible in the gas phase, 
the injection of a reactant into the flow can be detected and 
correlated with fluid behavior. The simulated results are 
in good agreement with the observation that planar spiral 
favors retention of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in 
gaseous phase(27) or even in liquid if the surface is changed 
by deposition of an adsorbent film(26). 

Table 1. Highest velocities in the planar spiral microchannel using water, glycerol and air as fluids. Three-dimensional 
simulation with outlet pressure of 1 atm. 

Flow – velocity responsible for fluid traveling inside the channel; Axial - velocity responsible for fluid dispersion inside the channel; Up - velocity responsible 
for chaotic behavior inside the channel, related to the friction factor. Respectively, Vx, Vy and Vz in Fig. 3

Fluid/ flow Inlet pressure 
(atm)

Velocity (m/s)
Simulations conditions/convergence

Flow Axial Up

Air

10 sccm
5 45 18 17

Real gas with viscosity and density obtained using polynomial 
equations, compressible and adiabatic model at 300 K, no slip 

walls and continuum assumptions. The simulation presents 
laminar flow, convergence of the 10-3 and linear solution.

Water vapor

10 sccm
4 78 58 15

Real gas with viscosity and density obtained using polynomial 
equations with variation of temperature, compressible and 
thermal models, no slip walls and continuum assumptions.  

The simulation presents turbulent flow, convergence of the 10-3 
and no-linear solution

Water

1 mL/min
1 5.8e-2 5.1e-2 8e-3

Viscosity and density constants without temperature variations 
(300 K), incompressible model. The simulation presents laminar 

flow, convergence of the 10-4 and linear solution.

Glycerol

0.01 mL/min
1.2 5.7e-4 5.1e-4 4.3e-2

Viscosity and density constants without temperature variations 
(300 K), incompressible model. The simulation presents laminar 

flow and convergence of the 10-2 and no-linear solution.
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Figure 3. Resultant Velocity (m/s) and absolute pressure (Pa) profiles on a planar spiral with air, glycerol and water as fluids 
using COSMOS Flow 5.0  program.

Figure 4. Concentration profile of n-hexane in (A) nitrogen 
(50%vol.) and (B) an aqueous saturated flow (a.u.)  

using COMSOL(FEMLAB) 3.2 program.

Therefore, the fluid dispersion allows VOCs molecu-
les to reach the surface many times during their traveling 
through the channel; in such a condition, in a chroma-
tographic column, retention time increases whereas the 
number of theoretical plate decreases due to eddy diffu-
sion(46). Thus, some channels were covered with HMDS 
plasma deposited thin film (100 nm thick) and evalua-
ted as a chromatographic column. Typical results can be 
seen in Table 2 for 2-propanol and n-hexane as reactants. 
Due to film presence, the number of theoretical plates 
and retention time can slightly increase, which indicates 
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a minor interaction with film present in the surface, i.e., 
the reactant removal is probably driven mainly by flow 
behavior, not by adsorption phenomena.

Three-dimensional channel

Figure 6 shows resultant velocity and absolute pressure 
profiles in a three-dimensional spiral with air, glycerol and 

Figure 5. Frame sequence for tracer injection on water flow: methylene blue (A) aqueous or (B) glycerol solutions

water as fluids and Table 3 shows the highest velocity values. 
For all conditions, pressure decay is linear and pressure dif-
ference is quite low, if compared to planar spiral. Moreover, 
flow dispersion due to axial velocity is low even with water 
vapor, a non-ideal gas, simulations do not require temperature 
changes and the flow is always laminar; therefore, this struc-
ture resembles either gas or liquid chromatographic column. 
Thus, retention time and the number of theoretical plates were 
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Table 2. The calculated number of theoretical plates and measured retention time for planar spiral (10 sccm, air)

Reactant injected Retention time 
(min)

No. of theoretical 
plates

Height equivalent to a theoretical 
plate (cm)

HMDS thin film 
present

n-hexane
0.588 1.863 39 Y

0.696 3.224 22 N

2-propanol
1.070 6.093 12 Y

0.445 5.203 14 N

measured, as explained previously, and they are presented in 
Table 4 for n-hexane and 2-propanol. It is possible to observe 
distinct behavior if the structure is covered by an adsorbent film 
or the reactant is changed, which point out that this structure 
behaves as a chromatographic column even with a high sample 
amount, which is in good agreement with simulation results.

Figure 7 shows glycerol solution (tracer) injected in the 
three-dimensional channels. The frames showing the flow 
(Fig. 7A) seem to be homogeneous all the time and optical 
microscopy in these microchannels allows observing a regular 
distribution of the dye solution inside the channel (Fig. 7B). 

Table 3. Highest velocities in three-dimensional spiral microchannel using water, glycerol and air as fluids. Three-dimensional 
simulation with outlet pressure of 1 atm and 300 K

Flow – velocity responsible for fluid traveling inside the channel; Axial - velocity responsible for fluid dispersion inside the channel; Up - velocity responsible 
for chaotic behavior inside the channel, related to the friction factor. Respectively, Vx, Vy and Vz in Fig. 6

Fluid/ flow Inlet pressure 
(atm)

Velocity (m/s)
Simulations conditions/convergence

Flow Axial Up

Air

10 sccm
1.1 3.3 3.4 0.4

Real gas with viscosity and density obtained using polynomial 
equations, laminar flow, compressible and adiabatic model, no 

slip walls and continuum assumptions.  The simulation presents 
convergence of the 10-4 and linear solution.

Water vapor

10 sccm
1.1 4.7 4.8 0.57

Real gas with viscosity and density obtained using polynomial 
equations, laminar flow, compressible and adiabatic model, no 
slip walls and continuum assumptions. The simulation presents 

convergence of the 10-4 and no-linear solution.

Water

1 mL/min
1.1 6.7e-2 6.7e-2 9.1e-3

With viscosity and density constants without temperature 
variations, laminar flow and incompressible model. The 

simulation presents convergence of the 10-4 and linear solution.

Glycerol

0.01 mL/min
1.1 1.3e-2 1.3e-2 4.2e-3

Viscosity and density constants without temperature variations, 
laminar flow and incompressible model K. The simulation 
presents convergence of the 10-3 and non-linear solution.

These conditions are also observed with aqueous solutions or 
if particles are allowed in the flow. Therefore, flow homoge-
neity is probably due to the low axial velocity and the struc-
ture resembles a chromatographic column. 

Qualitative model

A qualitative modeling to fluid behavior can be obtained 
using COMSOL (FEMLAB) 3.2® and the chromatographic 
band profile. In this program, the following parameters can 
be changed in order to model analyte concentration inside 
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Figure 6. Velocity (m/s) and pressure (Pa) profiles on a three-dimensional spiral with air, glycerol and 
water as fluids using COSMOS flow 5.0 program.

Table 4. The calculated number of theoretical plates and measured retention time for three-dimensional spiral (10 sccm air). 

Reactant injected Retention time 
(min)

No. of theoretical 
plates

Height equivalent to a 
theoretical plate (cm)

HMDS thin film 
present

n-hexane
0.053 5.587 13 Y

1.570 0.849 86 N

2-propanol
0.089 62.693 0.048 Y

1.589 0.862 85 N

the chromatographic channel: a) column length (73 cm); 
b) column area (equals to surface channel); c) column poro-
sity (equals 1, since it is a capillary column); d) velocity of 
mobile phase flow (equals flow velocity in Tables 2 and 3); 
e) effective diffusion (a parameter to be tunneled, as explai-
ned in experimental); f) adsorption constant (assumed as 
0.04 m, a common value to moderate adsorbed VOCs com-
pounds); g) concentration in the stationary phase (assu-
med to be 10-6 mol/m2, an approximate value to HMDS thin 
film); g) analyte concentration (corresponds to the amount of 

Figure 7. (A) Frames of glycerol solution injected in the 
three-dimensional channels and (B) details of microchannel  

photographed using an optical microscope.
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reactant injected and the respective inlet volume; in this case, 
approximate value of 1 mol/m3)(26-29). Diffusion coefficients 
(Deff) are usually in order to 10-8 m2/s; however, in conical 
tubes dispersion is present and dispersion coefficients of 
10-4 m2/s are possible(47,48). Therefore, not only 10-8 m2/s but also 
10-4 m2/s value was tested as effective diffusion coefficients.

Figure 8 shows the worst results for n-hexane aqueous 
solution, i.e., the injection corresponds to 0.1 mL of n-hexane 
at the highest water flow. In such conditions, whereas 
the spiral structure leads to a complete asymmetric band 
(Fig, 8A), the helical structure shows only a broade-
ning in peak (Fig. 8B). Simulations using FEMLAB were 
also carried out in order to reproduce an asymmetric peak, 
which can be made by assuming a high diffusion constant 
(10-4 m2/s) coupled with a dependence on time [Deff = 1e-4 
+ (sin(0.05*t)*sin(0.05*t))], i.e., if it is considered that the 
axial velocity plays an important role in diffusion coefficient, 
its cyclic behavior might increase the secondary flow, which 
probably leads to the asymmetric concentration profile inside 
the channel (Fig. 8C1). If a strong adsorption in stationary 
phase (10-3 mol/m2) is also assumed, the peak no longer 
exists (Fig. 8C2), i.e., the system works as a preconcentrator.

On the other hand, to the helical if the diffusion is iso-
tropic (D1) or if  there is an increment in lateral diffusion 

of only 2 times (Fig. 8D2) or even if diffusion changes 
exponentially to 10-4 m2/s (Fig. 8D3), the symmetry is only 
slightly influenced. Therefore, this structure is useful as 
chromatographic column in a wide range of conditions.

Conclusions

The behavior of three-dimensional microchannels 
(helical structures) was qualitatively evaluated in com-
parison with planar ones (spiral structures). Although 
both configurations were already successfully used as 
chromatographic columns, there are certain advantages in 
using three-dimensional microchannels as chromatogra-
phic columns and planar ones in preconcentrator units.

The results obtained, using tracers and visualization or 
reactants injection and chromatographic measurements, are 
in good agreement with simulations and points out other uses 
for planar or three-dimensional microchannels.

Acknowledgment
FAPESP and CNPq for financial support.

Figure 8.  Peaks obtained at the worst conditions (n-hexane aqueous solution, injection of 0.1 mL at the highest water flow);  
(A) spiral structure; (B) helical structure. Simulations, analyte concentration in arbitrary units as a function of position (m) inside 

the channel: (C) spiral; (D1) helical with isotropic diffusion (10-8 m2/s), (D2) increase in lateral diffusion (2 times)  
or (D3) increase in diffusion rate (10-4 m2/s).
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